
Hypothesis Haven puts the “S” in STEM with the launch of their science enrichment programs 
 
Provider of innovative education solutions, Hypothesis Haven, announces the launch of their            
programs to Houston, TX and surrounding areas 
 
Hypothesis Haven is looking to give children the best possible foundation for a career in science                
as the company announces their official launch. The education solutions provider offers two             
distinct programs – school-based Science Clubs and vacation Break Camp. Hypothesis Haven            
focuses on K-5th-grade students, teaching them the steps that scientists take to find answers to               
medicine’s biggest questions. 
 
“I've always been passionate about sharing my experiences in the medical research field with              
the next generation of young scientists. I've mentored high school and college students in the               
past, but recognized that there is untapped potential in even younger kids,” said Bridget              
Chapital, MEd, Hypothesis Haven Founder and Director. 
 
Studies have shown that children easily grasp things they are exposed to, even at early ages.                
Children have been discovered to be curious about the world around them and can be pretty                
daring. However, while many after-school STEM clubs focus on coding and robotics, there are              
not many that focus on health science. This is where Hypothesis Haven is looking to make a                 
difference in the educational system by helping kids to develop their interest through early              
exposure to rewarding science careers. The education solutions provider aims to leverage            
children’s curiosity in the classroom, making science more enjoyable and allowing students            
experiment, ask questions, and try to figure out for themselves what happens and why. 
 
The company has already started to receive accolades from parents in and around Houston              
thanks to the fantastic programs offered. The Hypothesis Haven Science Club is an after-school              
enrichment program offered at participating elementary schools in Houston, TX and surrounding            
areas. Students get the opportunity to learn about the many systems of the human body and                
practice basic science techniques. Under the tutelage of qualified staff, participating students            
engage in hands-on, interactive projects that explore how the power of science drives medical              
breakthroughs. 
 
The Hypothesis Haven Break Camp is an educational childcare option during breaks in the              
academic school year. The week-long camp is designed to introduce grade school students to              
mind-blowing medical breakthroughs and the scientists that discovered them.  
 
Hypothesis Haven will be offering two Winter Break Camp sessions in December 2019 with              
registration for the 4-day sessions opening on November 1. 
 
For more information about Hypothesis Haven and the amazing programs offered, please visit -              
https://www.hypothesishaven.com/.  
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